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The medium-range Boeing 707 first flew on December 20, 1957. The plane was unique -- and important -- because it could manage a full load of passengers without full fuel tanks at the start of a flight. After World War II, Boeing had good engineers and businessmen and wanted to regain a prominent position in the airline industry with the lessons it learned with the B-47. He did it
with the Boeing 367-80, the famous Prototype Dash-80, which flew for the first time on July 15, 1954. The Dash-80 served with distinction as a Boeing test aircraft for several years, pioneering new engines and flap systems that were adopted by subsequent models. Classic Airplane Image Gallery The first big achievement for Boeing was winning a contract for more than 800 KC-
135 tanks that covered more than the commercial gambling that Boeing made, and paved the way for the production of an airliner. Airlines were impressed by the Boeing 367-80 (and so was the Boeing Douglas Aircraft competitor) and orders began to flow for the Boeing 707, which contained a large body of seats for 143 people. The top speed was 600 miles per hour. As
advanced as the Boeing 707 was, it was subject to an almost continuous change, in part from the demands of airline customers for custom instruments, interiors, seating arrangements, and range requirements, as well as from the competitive pressure of the Douglas DC-8 airliner. The nearly indistinguishable exterior from the swept-wing, podded jet engine arrangement of the
Boeing 707, the DC-8 was able to rely on the extraordinary loyalty of airlines to Douglas products. Eventually, however, Boeing will win with a relentless series of new models -- 727, 737, 747 -- each in several variants, to the point where Douglas could no longer compete, and was eventually forced to merge with McDonnell. With the Boeing 707, Boeing created the right plane at
the right time, a landmark in aviation history that opened the doors to international travel by ordinary people. It has given the United States a lead in the manufacture of airline aircraft, which is only now being challenged. For more information about airplanes, see: Classic AirplanesHow Planes Work It seems that Google does not corner the market on domestic start-ups. Boeing,
better known for its aerospace ventures, pursues an even more noble goal: defeatspam. The company has given birth to a new Baby Boeing, called MessageGate, which provides security for outgoing and incoming messages, as well as anti-spam. The descendants were formed as part of president Boeing's Innovation Initiative (CII), which has presented and studied more than
eight hundred ideas since its inception in September 2000. This proves that company does not have to be small to be agile, just smart. Photo (c) mtcurado - Getty ImagesNo earlier had Boeing admitted that there were imperfections in its safety audit of the 737 MAX, than the company still faces another problem related to 737 - hairline hairline cracks Boeing 737NG aircraft. After
reported ConsumerAffairs in early October, the last round of headaches of Boeing began with Brazilian carrier Gol Transportes Aéreos ground all 11 of its 737NG planes. Stateside, Southwest Airlines reported grounding two of the planes, noting that it found no problems in the vast majority of the planes. Now there is news that the Australian aircraft carrier Qantas has discovered
the same cracks in three of the 33 aircraft it has inspected. The planes were immediately removed from service and sent for repairs. We will never fly a plane that wasn't safe, said Andrew David, CEO of Qantas Domestic. Even if these hairline cracks are present they are not an immediate risk, which is clear from the fact [that] controls were not necessary for at least seven months.
Not everyone agreesAcolit aircraft license Engineers Association (ALAEA) took exception with David's position. He asked Qantas to ground his entire 737 fleet until checks were completed. These aircraft should be kept safe on the ground until urgent inspections are completed, said AlAEA's Steve Purvinas in a statement. Purvinas' main reason for a total grounding began with
Boeing's initial thinking that cracks had appeared on aircraft with more than 35,000 landings. However, in Qantas's case, the cracks were found on aircraft with fewer than 27,000 landings -- a rather serious distinction that, according to Purvinas's estimation, justifies a system-wide grounding. However, David Qantas believes Purvinas is off base. Unfortunately, there were some
irresponsible comments from an engineering syndicate yesterday that completely distorted the facts. Those comments were particularly disappointing, given the fantastic work our engineers have done to inspect these aircraft well ahead of schedule, as well as the priority they give to safety every day of the week, David said. What does Boeing have to say? In comments to
CBSNews, a Boeing spokesman said the company regretted the impact the problem had on its customers and was working around the clock to resolve the issue. Boeing actively works with customers who have planes in their fleets, with inspection findings to develop a repair plan and provide parts and technical assistance as needed. Did you book a 737NG? NG on behalf of the
Boeing 737NG comes from Next Generation, and as of May 31, 2019, more than 7,000 aircraft of this model have been delivered to airlines around the world. Main users of 737NG include Qantas, Gol Transportes Aéreos, American Airlines, Southwest Airlines, Ryan Air and United Airlines. If a traveller is concerned about whether they will be on one of the potentially affected, they
can always go to FlightAware, type in flight number, and the type of aircraft will be listed in flight information. The airline's support office may also provide relevant information. published on 01/06/2020 Photo (c) nycshooter - Getty ImagesWe're just days in new year, but Boeing already want 2020 would leave. While the aircraft manufacturer thought it was finally out of the woods
with all the problems facing its 737 Max, new jet problems were raised. Before the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) allowed Boeing to put Max back in the air, it asked the company to conduct a tooth-and-comb audit to make sure it had gone over enough of the finer details of how long it might take a pilot behind the wheel of a Max to respond to emergencies, according to a
senior engineer at Boeing, as well as other people familiar with the situation. Discovered in Boeing's last inspection, there was a possible problem with cables that help control the aircraft's tail -- one that could cause a short circuit and lead to an accident if the pilots did not respond correctly and in time. The determining factor here is whether the scenario is likely and, if it is, what
Boeing should do to prevent it from happening in real life. If all it has to do is separate the wires, Boeing says it's a relatively easy task, and seemed ready to do that on all the hundreds of 737 Max already built. Boeing can't afford to make a mistake... againOf 346 people died in the accidents of the 737 Max, Boeing bled abundantly money -- worth billions a day. Any other detours
would certainly add more financial misery, not to mention the loss of consumer confidence and raised eyebrows at the FAA. There are human elements, Peter Morris, chief economist at the aeronautical consultancy Ascend/FlightGlobal, told the BBC. Pilots and crew understand many more of the profound technical problems and will be, understandably, vociferous about the
absolute integrity of the revised hardware, software and procedures. Given the evidence so far, they are likely to be very critical and need significant reassurance and explanation. While many passengers probably don't recognize their type of aircraft, events like that inevitably, people talk. Any other incidents, even if they are easily linked to these problems, would be extremely
disastrous for the public and would really give confidence in aviation safety. Most countries, including the US, have grounded Boeing 737 Max 8 aircraft following a second fatal crash two weeks ago. The company has struggled to address problems with the plane's automatic flight control system and now says it has a fix ready. It includes both updates to the plane's systems and
training for pilots, but it is up to the FAA to approve the plan before any 737 Max 8 aircraft will take to the skies. A version of the Boeing 737 has been flying since the 1960s, but the 737 Max family is the latest incarnation. The 737 Max software was recently updated to include a featured called Augmentation System (MCAS) maneuver, which should have made the aircraft safer by
automatically adjusting the angle of attack jet if the nose tilted too high. The aim was to reduce the likelihood of Dangerous stalls, but two accidents can now be linked to the system pushing your nose down when you shouldn't have. The remedy recommended by Boeing for the 737 Max includes a major restructuring of the SCAS platform. MCAS will now get data from both of the
plane's angle of attack sensors instead of on its own. If these sensors are 5.5 degrees or more apart, the MCAS will close and not try to nudge the aircraft's nose down. Pilot controls will display a notification if this happens. Boeing will also launch a new pilot training focusing on the MCAS system, ensuring that flight crews will know how to disable THE MCAS in the event of a
problem. A stand may occur when the plane's nose is raised, so a system that pushes the nose down might make sense - but the pilots were not trained on how to recover the Boeing 737 Max from this event. 737 previously lacked this feature. Image credit: Wikimedia CommonsA early reports on the latest Ethiopian Airlines crash have suggested that an optional cockpit screen
could have helped the crew avoid disaster. Boeing charges extra for that screen, which shows the plane's angle of attack and sensor status. Boeing will now include this free display on the 737 Max aircraft. FAA will have to sign on the proposed fixes, and that will take time. Analysts believe it will be at least six weeks before 737 Max is allowed to carry passengers again. However,
some sources say Boeing will be lucky to get the 737 Max flight in three months. After the FAA approves the plan, it will only take a few days to launch the new software and get 737 pilots fully trained on THE MCAS. Now read: read:
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